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PRESS RELEASE 

 
Luminox Navy SEALs 3600 Series 

Officially Licensed by the Department of the Navy 
Created with input from US Navy SEALs 

 
 

 
 
SINGAPORE, JUNE 2019 - The Navy SEALs are America’s premiere defenders, willing to go to any lengths 

to preserve freedom. For many years, Luminox has been supplying to the Navy SEALs and supporting 
their missions by developing the highest quality timepieces built to withstand the rigors that these warriors 
put them through. 
 
Luminox is introducing a new collection of Navy SEAL timepieces, the 3600 Series. The collection is 
designed with the usual attention to detail while focusing on functionality. The Navy SEAL 3600 series is 
the first to have the new vertical arrangement of Luminox’s proprietary light technology that uses tritium 
light tubes. This results in a different look, opening up the dial while still guaranteeing up to 25 years of 
ultimate night visibility. Luminox’s LLT technology doesn’t rely on anything external to provide luminosity. 
 
With the needs of the Navy SEALs in mind, the Navy SEAL 3600 series comes with cases made of 
Carbonox™, a carbon-based material exclusive to Luminox, which is light, hypoallergenic and extremely 
durable and resistant. Due to the carbon fibers being visible on the surface of the case, it makes for a 
visually arresting texture. The models are water-resistant up to 200 meters, using a stainless-steel screw 
down crown and case back. Special gaskets and case design allow the watches to perform flawlessly 
throughout the dive with improved performance on water resistance due to this new construction. 
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The Navy SEAL 3600 Series comes in three variations - black with yellow accents; olive green with red 
accents; and blue with orange accents, and with genuine rubber strap or webbing NATO strap. All three 
versions feature a hydraulically-stamped dial protected by a sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating 
and a sapphire glass magnifier for the date display. 
The Navy SEAL 3600 Series is the next step in the Navy SEAL collection, slotting in between the 3500 
Series and the 3800 Series. 
 

 
 

Adhering to Luminox’s slogan, “American Born, Swiss Made”, these watches are Swiss made and 
designed for use by the American military (and have been adopted by military, law enforcement and first 
responders around the world), using the best technology in Swiss watchmaking, including a Swiss quartz 
movement from Ronda. 
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Luminox Navy SEALs 3600 Series - Main product features 
TimeDate Ronda 515 Swiss quartz movement 
20ATM water resistance 
Sapphire crystal with AR-coating 
Carbonox™ case with turning bezel 
Stainless Steel screwed in case back 
Stainless Steel screw down crown 
Hydraulic stamped dial 
Vertical LLTs 
Genuine rubber strap with Carbonox™ buckle 

 
  

3601 
SGD 800.00/856.00 

3603  

SGD 800.00/856.00 

 
 

3617 
SGD 910.00/973.70 
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ALWAYS VISIBLE  

Navy SEALs, law enforcement, emergency personnel and more wear Luminox watches, and these 
professionals need to be able to see the time no matter the conditions. That’s why Luminox uses tiny 
tritium gas tubes, which will provide illumination for up to 25 years. Unlike other luminosity systems, 
which depend on exterior light sources to charge luminous paint or a pushbutton to illuminate the 
watch, the luminosity is built right into Luminox watches, ensuring that you will always be able to see the 
time, no matter the conditions.  
 
ABOUT LUMI-NOX  
 
Luminox, the original self-powered luminous watch brand, is the watch of choice for U.S. Navy SEALs, 
The Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue (ICE-SAR), Lockheed Martin’s F-117 NighthawkTM 
stealth and other jet fighter pilots, elite forces worldwide and professional divers. Luminox watches glow 
up to 25 years in any light condition. Always Visible, tough, powerful and accurate, Swiss-Made Luminox 
is the ultimate night vision gear for rugged outdoorsmen and other peak performers.  
 
AVAILABILITY  

Luminox watches are available at leading department stores (TANGS at Tang Plaza and VivoCity, 
Robinsons The Heeren, OG Orchard Point, OG Albert) and authorised watch retailers.  
 
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd at +65 
6747 8888 or visit the website at www.luminox.com.sg 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore/  
Instagram: LuminoxSG 
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